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ABSTRACT
The proposed project for The Smart Wrist band based Human Interface
for PWD (Person with Disability) with Android Voice to Text App ie wireless
cursor & keyboard control for handicapped people. With the advent of the
information , there are ever-increasing demands for accessing computers and
the internet. People even use computers for shopping and banking and it is
expected that more household chores will be handled through computer
operations. The proposed project provides hands free interface between
computer and human. This technology is intended to replace the conventional
computer screen pointing devices for the use of disabled or a new way to
interact with mouse. This technology is intended to be used by disabled people
who face a lot of problems in communicating with fellow human beings. It will
help them use their voluntary movements, like eyes movements: to control
computers and communicate through customized software/ hardware. People
with severe disabilities can also benefit from computer access and take part in
recreational activities, use internet or play games. The proposed algorithm
tracks the motion accurately to control the cursor, thus providing an alternative
to computer mouse.
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INTRODUCTION
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION
The proposed project for “A Smart Wrist Band based human Interface for PWD
(Person with Disability)” With the advent of the information, there are ever-increasing
demands for accessing computers and internet. Wrist band based applications are enabled like
left and right mouse click for handicapped persons. This technology is intended to be used by
disabled people. The Proposed project for Smart Wrist band based human interface for PWD

(Person with Disability) pointing and scrolling are one of the most extensively used tasks in
almost all computing applications. With the advent of the information, there are everincreasing demands for accessing computers and the internet. The proposed of the project
provides hand free interface between computer and handicapped person. This wrist band
technology is intended to replace the conventional computer cursor movement for the use of
the disabled person (Handicapped person) or a new way to interact with mouse. Handheld
devices such as Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and smart phones are now widely used for
many of our everyday tasks. However, there are at least two reasons that make the interaction
on those devices difficult compared to desktop interfaces: small screen size and limited
computing power. Pointing and scrolling are one of the most extensively used tasks in almost
all computing applications. On the current touch screen and stylus based interfaces on
handhelds, the user uses two hands for doing both of the tasks. Usually, the non-dominant
hand holds the device and the dominant controls the stylus. The environment in which mobile
devices are used is different from that in which desktop is used. Also, some users cannot use
both hands due to other reasons such as disability or accidents. So, we think that freeing one
hand from interaction with the device is very useful. In this work, we study the use of tilt
modality for pointing and scrolling on mouse. The technique requires only one hand and does
not hide a part of the screen as in the case of using the stylus. We evaluate the effectiveness
of using tilting in the two tasks then a model for predicting their execution time is developed.
This project involves the use of some sort of cursor control like what a mouse
provides. However, a standard mouse is not always the best option for all users. There are
currently many devices available to provide computer access to persons who do not have use
of their arms and legs. There is no single solution as each device and application has to be
tailored to each person unique preferences and abilities. To provide a better option for users
with spinal cord injuries or severe disabilities an inexpensive wireless head tilt mouse using
an accelerometer has been designed and built and its targeting performance compared to
Page 2
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traditional mouse devices to show feasibility. The wrist band tilt mouse uses Zigbee
transceiver to communicate with host computer. Software running on the host translates
accelerometer readings into cursor movements and the blink sensor activities mouse click.
The wrist band controlled mouse and keyboard serves as an easy input device for the
paralyzed user. This study describes the motivation and the design consideration of the of
an economical hands operated computer mouse. In addition it focuses on the invention of a
head operated computer mouse that employs tilt sensor placed in the wrist band to
determine hand position and to function as simple hand operated computer mouse.
One tilt sensor detects the lateral hand movement to drive the left or right
displacement of mouse. The system uses accelerometers to detect the users hand tilt in
order to direct the mouse movement on the monitor. The clicking of the mouse is activated
by user’s eye blinking through sensor. The keyboard function is implemented by allowing
the user to scroll through letters with head tilt and eye blinking as sections mechanism
(Virtual Keyboard).Thus we can construct an interfaced system that would allow a
handicapped user to interact with a computer with almost full functional capability. That is
the system operates as a mouse initially, but the user has the capability to toggle in and out
of a keyboard mode allowing the entry of text. Voice recognition can also be added and
further extend its capability.
Although keyboard and mice as input devices have grown to be familiar; they
inherently limit the speed and naturalness with which we can interact with the computer.
But rather than continuing to demand that humans acquire machine-like skills, it is much
better to enable machines to acquire human-like skills, such as recognizing speech and
gesture. The use of hand gestures is a common means of nonverbal interaction among
people and can, therefore, also provide an attractive alternative to cumbersome interface
devices.
Human–computer interaction (HCI) is a notable discipline that bridges the gap
between users and computer systems, and is increasingly being recognized as an
indispensable component of daily life. One of the key techniques in HCI is pattern
recognition. Users’ intentions can be recognized using recognition techniques without using
the traditional input devices of computer systems. Among various pattern recognition
issues, activity recognition is a new technique which can recognize human activities or
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gestures via computer systems, and the signal for recognition can be obtained from
different kinds of detectors such as electromyography(EMG), audio sensors, image sensors,
and accelerometers.
In this paper we have designed a mouse to control a computer mouse with hand
movement and eye blink so that a severe disable person can use a computer. We compared
the performance of the proposed mouse to that of general computer mouse and to that of
alternative mouse such as quick glance using eye movements and a camera mouse using
face movements .The mouse positions are estimated using accelerometer that can measure
the tilt of head rotation and mouse events such as clicks/double clicks were detected using
optic sensor (blink sensor) that can detect the blinking of the eyes. Extra circuitry to optical
sensors can be added for event detection in order to reduce the influence of the ambient
light changes. As a result we could increase the mouse movements and events accuracy. The
proposed mouse shows superior performance about 21% in the experiment of the 20 times
click, about 25% of Dasher and 37% of the on screen keyboard respectively. The mouse is
also better than camera mouse, which is used along web cam. A microphone can also be
added and speech to text conversion can be performed using voice recognition and thus
acting like a keyboard.
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1.1 OBJECTIVE
The Proposed project for Smart Wrist band based human interface for PWD (Person
with Disability). Pointing and scrolling are one of the most extensively used tasks in
almost all computing applications. With the advent of the information, there are everincreasing demands for accessing computers and the internet. The proposed of the
project provides hand free interface between computer and handicapped person. This
wrist band technology is intended to replace the conventional computer cursor movement
for the use of the disabled person (Handicapped person) or a new way to interact with
mouse.






Time dependent and reliable system.
Hand movement control.
Voice command computer interface.
Effective indicator for user to point out the exact location of the cursor.
Options selection with help of blinking eye.

1.2 PRPOSED METHODOLOGY





The wrist band based system includes following functionalities, to movement of
the mouse with the advent of the information, there are ever-increasing demands
for accessing computers and internet.
Wrist band based applications are enabled like left and right mouse click for
handicapped persons.
This technology is intended to be used by disabled people.

1.3 PROBLEM DEFINATION
•
•
•
•
•

It is only compatible only with Windows operating systems.
Requires neighbors contribution.
Complex systems and inconvenience.
Users sacrifice a degree of freedom.
Not convenient for fast usage on regular basis.
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LITERATURE
SURVEY
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
There are number of papers on tri-axis motion detection using MEMS for navigation
of unwired mouse.
These papers mainly focus to improve the degree of freedom for the users. As computers
increasingly become important in peoples live, many human-computer interaction methods
are introduced to enable as many users” possible access computers.
During the trend in Human computer interaction new methods were discovered to make
systems unable to users, as to ensure need to use them again. In India, A report by the World
Bank states that while estimates vary, there is growing evidence that persons with disability
are around 40-80 million, which constitute between 4-8% of Indian‟s population.
The Census of India showed that the prevalence of disability in India was 2.2% translating
into 21.9 million affected individuals.
Among the five type of disabilities in which data had been allocated in the 2001 Census,
visual impairment constituted 48.5%; mobility impairment 27.9%; mental disability 10.3%;
speech impairment 7.5% and hearing impairment 5.8%.
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BLOCK DIAGRAM
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CHAPTER 3

BLOCK DIAGRAM

3.1 Transmitter Section:

Acceleration
Sensing

Signal
Conditioning

ADC

Control
Unit
Serial COM
driver

Eye Blink
Sensor

Wireless
module
Fig 1: Block diagram for a transmitter section

The transmitter section consists of a eye blink and accelerometer sensor, signal
conditioning, analog to digital converter, control unit in that we used PIC microcontroller,
serial com driver means UART and wireless module, in that we used the xbee s2 module.
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3.2 Receiver module:

Wireless
module

Serial to USB
Driver

PC

USB port in PC

Mouse message
generation

Windows
OS

Fig 2: block diagram for receiver section
The receiver section consists of the wireless xbees2 module, serial to USB driver
UART, used as the pic microcontroller, and windows 7.
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3.3 Description of Block diagram:
Figure shows the structure and signal flow of the whole proposed system. Our
suggested mouse interface system was composed of a hardware unit which is the transmitter
and a receiver where we decode the information in the software. The hardware unit is
composed of the sensors module detecting the head movements, the eye blink, Signal
conditioning Unit, A/D convertor, Control Unit, serial communication driver for data
transmission & a wireless module.
The Receiver modules consist of Wireless module, Serial Communication driver, Processor
Unit, Serial to USB convertor & Windows OS.
The Acceleration Sensor is used to detect the head moment of the handicapped person, so
that the cursor controlled according to head movement.
Blink sensor is used to record the blink of the eye. Clicking the mouse "buttons" is
accomplished via the blink of the eye. We have proposed signal conditioning unit to get the
calibrated data from both the sensors, which is given to ADC for the digitization so that the
data can be given to the control unit.
In Control unit we can use a microcontroller like ARM or PIC. After processing the data, the
data is serially transmitted to wireless module.
At receiver side we have proposed a Wireless module to receive the data which has been
transmitted. We then process the data so that we get the x, y, z co-ordinates, as well the blink
data, which is sent to PC via serial to USB convertor.
At the PC the data is received via USB port. We need to design a virtual mouse so that we
can map the processed data. The software in the PC receives the data and converts it to mouse
messages (move and click), after which it transmits them to the Windows operating system
(OS).
Finally, OS recognizes the user‟s head operation just as a mouse would and all the mousemediated operations of a computer become available.
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3.4 Android Voice to Text App

Bluetooth
module

Micro

LCD

controller

Fig 3: Block diagram for voice to text app

Description:
Computer access is far more urgent for those people who have lost physical mobility
in their upper extremities due to accidents, or cerebral apoplexy. However, those who do not
have normal use, or have paralysis of their upper extremities such as C4~C5 paraplegics,
hemiplegics, and cerebral palsy sufferers cannot efficiently access human-computer interface
(HCI) devices such as a keyboard or a mouse. Although there exist commercial devices for
imitating an input interface with movement from the head or eyes (Headmouse, Headmaster,
Headway, TrackIR, Gyrotrack, Cymouse), they require an additional switch manipulation for
mouse-click that is not available for those persons having disabled upper extremities. Thus, a
new and practical interface method including mouse-click and mouse-pointing operation is
required.
One category of HCI for the disabled is utilizing bio-potentials such as EEG and EOG
as an input signal. But all these methods require physical electrode-contact that limits their
practical usages. Moreover, no precise information is available from the EEG signal and the
fatigue of eye muscles and the dryness of the cornea limits the usage of the EOG method.
We propose a category of HCI for the disabled is the application of sensors such as a
magnetic-sensor, tilt-sensor, gyro-sensor, and infrared (IR) transceiver to detect the user‟s
intention. In principle, the two operations of „positioning‟ or „pointing‟ and „click‟ are
required to control the computer mouse interface. Although fixing of the head or eye-gazing
for a moment can be interpreted as a click operation, the response time is not desirable, until
we calibrate the output properly.
Reviewing the aforementioned studies, the motivation of our study is clear. We aim at
creating a new HCI device that controls the position and click of a computer mouse by using
only one type of sensor. In this fashion, our system can be small, convenient to use, and also
easy to implement in wireless configuration. To reduce the physical dimension of our system,
we adopt Acceleration Sensor & Blink Sensor to detect head movements of the user. Also,
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two functions of „mouse-click‟ and „mouse-move‟ must be implemented without considering
any additional sensor information.
The performance of our Smart Wireless system was evaluated and compared with that
of the optical-mouse by three criteria such as click recognition rate, error in cursor position
control, and click rate per minute of a target box appearing at random positions.
The Smart Wireless -mouse system suggested in this study provides a user-friendly
interface recognizing the nodding pattern of each user without forcing the user to practice
pre-determined operation. Moreover, the rotation and nodding of the head used in the sensor
interface are common and easy movements.
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HARDWARE
DESCRIPTION
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CHAPTER 4

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
4.1 Accelerometer
An accelerometer is an electromechanical device that will measure
acceleration forces. These forces may be static, like the constant force of gravity
pulling at your feet, or they could be dynamic - caused by moving or vibrating the
accelerometer.
What are accelerometers used for?
By measuring the amount of static acceleration due to gravity, you can find
out the angle the device is tilted at with respect to the earth. By sensing the amount of
dynamic acceleration, you can analyze the way the device is moving. At first,
measuring tilt and acceleration doesn't seem all that exciting. However, engineers
have come up with many ways to make really useful products with them.
An accelerometer can help your project understand its surroundings better. Is it
driving uphill? Is it going to fall over when it takes another step? Is it flying
horizontally or is it dive bombing your professor? A good programmer can write code
to answer all of these questions using the data provided by an accelerometer. An
accelerometer can help analyze problems in a car engine using vibration testing, or
you

could

even

use

one

to

make

a musical

instrument.

In the computing world, IBM and Apple have recently started using accelerometers in
their laptops to protect hard drives from damage. If you accidentally drop the laptop,
the accelerometer detects the sudden freefall, and switches the hard drive off so the
heads don't crash on the platters. In a similar fashion, high g accelerometers are the
industry standard way of detecting car crashes and deploying airbags at just the right
time.
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Fig.2.4 Accelerometer chip
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To understand this unit we'll start with the accelerometer. When thinking about
accelerometers it is often useful to image a box in shape of a cube with a ball inside it. You
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may imagine something else like a cookie or a donut , but I'll imagine a ball:

If we take this box in a place with no gravitation fields or for that matter with no other fields
that might affect the ball's position - the ball will simply float in the middle of the box. You
can imagine the box is in outer-space far-far away from any cosmic bodies, or if such a place
is hard to find imagine at least a space craft orbiting around the planet where everything is in
weightless state . From the picture above you can see that we assign to each axis a pair of
walls (we removed the wall Y+ so we can look inside the box). Imagine that each wall is
pressure sensitive. If we move suddenly the box to the left (we accelerate it with acceleration
1g = 9.8m/s^2), the ball will hit the wall X-. We then measure the pressure force that the ball
applies to the wall and output a value of -1g on the X axis.

Please note that the accelerometer will actually detect a force that is directed in the opposite
direction from the acceleration vector. This force is often called Inertial Force or Fictitious
Force . One thing you should learn from this is that an accelerometer measures acceleration
indirectly through a force that is applied to one of it's walls (according to our model, it might
Page 18
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be a spring or something else in real life accelerometers). This force can be caused by the
acceleration , but as we'll see in the next example it is not always caused by acceleration.
If we take our model and put it on Earth the ball will fall on the Z- wall and will apply a force
of 1g on the bottom wall, as shown in the picture below:

In this case the box isn't moving but we still get a reading of -1g on the Z axis. The pressure
that the ball has applied on the wall was caused by a gravitation force. In theory it could be a
different type of force - for example, if you imagine that our ball is metallic, placing a magnet
next to the box could move the ball so it hits another wall. This was said just to prove that in
essence accelerometer measures force not acceleration. It just happens that acceleration
causes an inertial force that is captured by the force detection mechanism of the
accelerometer.
While this model is not exactly how a MEMS sensor is constructed it is often useful in
solving accelerometer related problems. There are actually similar sensors that have metallic
balls inside, they are called tilt switches, however they are more primitive and usually they
can only tell if the device is inclined within some range or not, not the extent of inclination.
So far we have analyzed the accelerometer output on a single axis and this is all you'll get
with a single axis accelerometers. The real value of triaxial accelerometers comes from the
fact that they can detect inertial forces on all three axes. Let's go back to our box model, and
let's rotate the box 45 degrees to the right. The ball will touch 2 walls now: Z- and X- as
shown in the picture below:
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The values of 0.71 are not arbitrary, they are actually an approximation for SQRT(1/2). This
will become more clear as we introduce our next model for the accelerometer.
In the previous model we have fixed the gravitation force and rotated our imaginary box. In
last 2 examples we have analyzed the output in 2 different box positions, while the force
vector remained constant. While this was useful in understanding how the accelerometer
interacts with outside forces, it is more practical to perform calculations if we fix the
coordinate system to the axes of the accelerometer and imagine that the force vector rotates
around us.
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Please have a look at the model above, I preserved the colors of the axes so you can make a
mental transition from the previous model to the new one. Just imagine that each axis in the
new model is perpendicular to the respective faces of the box in the previous model. The
vector R is the force vector that the accelerometer is measuring (it could be either the
gravitation force or the inertial force from the examples above or a combination of both). Rx,
Ry, Rz are projection of the R vector on the X,Y,Z axes. Please notice the following relation:
R^2 = Rx^2 + Ry^2 + Rz^2

(Eq. 1)

which is basically the equivalent of the Pythagorean theorem in 3D.
Remember that a little bit earlier I told you that the values of SQRT(1/2) ~ 0.71 are not
random. If you plug them in the formula above, after recalling that our gravitation force was
1 g we can verify that:
1^2 = (-SQRT(1/2) )^2 + 0 ^2 + (-SQRT(1/2))^2
simply by substituting R=1, Rx = -SQRT(1/2), Ry = 0 , Rz = -SQRT(1/2) in Eq.1
After a long preamble of theory we're getting closer to real life accelerometers. The values
Rx, Ry, Rz are actually linearly related to the values that your real-life accelerometer will
output and that you can use for performing various calculations.
Before we get there let's talk a little about the way accelerometers will deliver this
information to us. Most accelerometers will fall in two categories: digital and analog. Digital
accelerometers will give you information using a serial protocol like I2C , SPI or USART,
while analog accelerometers will output a voltage level within a predefined range that you
have to convert to a digital value using an ADC (analog to digital converter) module. I will
not go into much detail about how ADC works, partly because it is such an extensive topic
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and partly because it is different from one platform to another. Some microcontroller will
have a built-in ADC modules some of them will need external components in order to
perform the ADC conversions. No matter what type of ADC module you use you'll end up
with a value in a certain range. For example a 10-bit ADC module will output a value in the
range of 0..1023, note that 1023 = 2^10 -1. A 12-bit ADC module will output a value in the
range of 0..4095, note that 4095 = 2^12-1.
Let's move on by considering a simple example, suppose our 10bit ADC module gave us the
following values for the three accelerometer channels (axes):
AdcRx
AdcRy
AdcRz = 561

=
=

586
630

Each ADC module will have a reference voltage, let's assume in our example it is 3.3V. To
convert a 10bit adc value to voltage we use the following formula:
VoltsRx = AdcRx * Vref / 1023
A quick note here: that for 8bit ADC the last divider would be 255 = 2 ^ 8 -1 , and for 12bit
ADC last divider would be 4095 = 2^12 -1.
Applying this formula to all 3 channels we get:
VoltsRx = 586 * 3.3V / 1023 =~ 1.89V (we round all results to 2 decimal points)
VoltsRy
=
630
*
3.3V
/
1023
=~
2.03V
VoltsRz = 561 * 3.3V / 1023 =~ 1.81V
Each accelerometer has a zero-g voltage level, you can find it in specs, this is the voltage that
corresponds to 0g. To get a signed voltage value we need to calculate the shift from this level.
Let's say our 0g voltage level is VzeroG = 1.65V. We calculate the voltage shifts from zero-g
voltage as follows::
DeltaVoltsRx
=
1.89V
DeltaVoltsRy
=
2.03V
DeltaVoltsRz = 1.81V - 1.65V = 0.16V

-

1.65V
1.65V

=
=

0.24V
0.38V

We now have our accelerometer readings in Volts , it's still not in g (9.8 m/s^2), to do the
final conversion we apply the accelerometer sensitivity, usually expressed in mV/g. Lets say
our Sensitivity = 478.5mV/g = 0.4785V/g. Sensitivity values can be found in accelerometer
specifications. To get the final force values expressed in g we use the following formula:
Rx = DeltaVoltsRx / Sensitivity
Rx
=
0.24V
Ry
=
0.38V
Rz = 0.16V / 0.4785V/g =~ 0.33g

/
/

0.4785V/g
0.4785V/g

=~
=~

0.5g
0.79g

We could of course combine all steps in one formula, but I went through all the steps to make
it clear how you go from ADC readings to a force vector component expressed in g.
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Rx
=
(AdcRx
*
Vref
/
1023
VzeroG)
/
Sensitivity
(Eq.2)
Ry
=
(AdcRy
*
Vref
/
1023
VzeroG)
/
Sensitivity
Rz = (AdcRz * Vref / 1023 - VzeroG) / Sensitivity
We now have all 3 components that define our inertial force vector, if the device is not
subject to other forces other than gravitation, we can assume this is the direction of our
gravitation force vector. If you want to calculate inclination of device relative to the ground
you can calculate the angle between this vector and Z axis. If you are also interested in peraxis direction of inclination you can split this result into 2 components: inclination on the X
and Y axis that can be calculated as the angle between gravitation vector and X / Y axes.
Calculating these angles is more simple than you might think, now that we have calculated
the values for Rx,Ry and Rz. Let's go back to our last accelerometer model and do some
additional notations:

The angles that we are interested in are the angles between X,Y,Z axes and the force vector
R. We'll define these angles as Axr, Ayr, Azr. You can notice from the right-angle triangle
formed by R and Rx that:
cos(Axr) = Rx / R ,
and
similarly:
cos(Ayr)=Ry/R
cos(Azr) = Rz / R
We can deduct from Eq.1 that R = SQRT( Rx^2 + Ry^2 + Rz^2).
We can find now our angles by using arccos() function (the inverse cos() function ):
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Axr
Ayr
Azr = arccos(Rz/R)

=
=

arccos(Rx/R)
arccos(Ry/R)

We've gone a long way to explain the accelerometer model, just to come up to these
formulas. Depending on your applications you might want to use any intermediate formulas
that we have derived. We'll also introduce the gyroscope model soon, and we'll see how
accelerometer and gyroscope data can be combined to provide even more accurate inclination
estimations.
But before we do that let's do some more useful notations:
cosX
=
cosY
=
cosZ = cos(Azr) = Rz / R

cos(Axr)
cos(Ayr)

=
=

Rx
Ry

/
/

R
R

This triplet is often called Direction Cosine , and it basically represents the unit vector (vector
with length 1) that has same direction as our R vector. You can easily verify that:
SQRT(cosX^2 + cosY^2 + cosZ^2) = 1
This is a nice property since it absolve us from monitoring the modulus(length) of R vector.
Often times if we're just interested in direction of our inertial vector, it makes sense to
normalize it's modulus in order to simplify other calculations.

4.2 ADC (Analog to Digital Converter):
An analog-to-digital converter (abbreviated ADC, A/D or A to D) is a device that
converts a continuous quantity to a discrete time digital representation. An ADC may also
provide an isolated measurement. The reverse operation is performed by a digital-to-analog
converter (DAC).
Typically,

an

ADC

is

an electronic device

that

converts

an

input

analog voltage or current to a digital number proportional to the magnitude of the voltage or
current. However, some non-electronic or only partially electronic devices, such as rotary
encoders, can also be considered ADCs.
The digital output may use different coding schemes. Typically the digital output will
be a two's complement binary number that is proportional to the input, but there are other
possibilities. An encoder, for example, might output a Gray code.
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An ADC (Analog-to-Digital Converter, also written Analog to Digital Converter) is
an electronic device or circuit used to convert an analog voltage or current into a digital word
that represents that input. The ADC is also called an A/D Converter and, simply, A/D.

The ADC is not a mysterious device, but it is often misunderstood.
1. Because the Analog-to-Digital Converter has both analog and digital functions, it is
a mixed-signal device. Many of us consider the ADC to be a mysterious device. It
can, however, be considered very simply to be that which it is: a device that provides
a digital output word that represents the input voltage or current level at an instant in
time.

2. Notice that the input can be a voltage or a current. Most ADCs convert an input
voltage to a digital word, but the true definition of an ADC does include the
possibility of an input current device.

3. An ADC has an analog reference voltage or current against which the analog input is
compared. The digital output word tells us what fraction of the reference voltage or
current is the input voltage or current. So we can consider the ADC to be a divider.

4. The Input/output transfer function is given by the formula indicated here, where "n" is
the number of output bits (resolution), "G" is the ADC Gain Factor, "AIN" is the
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Analog Input Voltage (or Current) and "VREF" (or "IREF") is the Reference Voltage (or
Current). If you have seen this formula before, you probably did not see the "G" term
(gain factor). This is because the gain factor is generally unity. However, National
Semiconductor has introduced ADCs with other gain factors, as has other A/D
suppliers, so it is important to understand that this factor is present.

4.3 RS232:
Serial communication is basically the transmission or reception of data one bit
at a time. Today's computers generally address data in bytes or some multiple thereof.
A byte contains 8 bits. A bit is basically either a logical 1 or zero. Every character on
this page is actually expressed internally as one byte. The serial port is used to convert
each byte to a stream of ones and zeroes as well as to convert a stream of ones and
zeroes to bytes. The serial port contains a electronic chip called a Universal
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) that actually does the conversion.
The serial port has many pins. We will discuss the transmit and receive pin first.
Electrically speaking, whenever the serial port sends a logical one (1) a negative
voltage is effected on the transmit pin. Whenever the serial port sends a logical zero
(0) a positive voltage is effected. When no data is being sent, the serial port's transmit
pin's voltage is negative (1) and is said to be in a MARK state. Note that the serial
port can also be forced to keep the transmit pin at a positive voltage (0) and is said to
be the SPACE or BREAK state. (The terms MARK and SPACE are also used to
simply denote a negative voltage (1) or a positive voltage (0) at the transmit pin
respectively).
When transmitting a byte, the UART (serial port) first sends a START BIT which is a
positive voltage (0), followed by the data (general 8 bits, but could be 5, 6, 7, or 8
bits) followed by one or two STOP BITs which is a negative(1) voltage. The sequence
is repeated for each byte sent. Figure 3.15 shows a diagram of byte transmission
.
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Fig 2.6 Byte Transmission

At this point you may want to know what the duration of a bit is. In other
words, how long does the signal stay in a particular state to define a bit. The answer is
simple. It is dependent on the baud rate. The baud rate is the number of times the
signal can switch states in one second. Therefore, if the line is operating at 9600 baud,
the line can switch states 9,600 times per second. This means each bit has the duration
of 1/9600 of a second or about 100 µsec.
When transmitting a character there are other characteristics other than the
baud rate that must be known or that must be setup. These characteristics define the
entire interpretation of the data stream.
The first characteristic is the length of the byte that will be transmitted. This length in
general can be anywhere from 5 to 8 bits.
The second characteristic is parity. The parity characteristic can be even, odd, mark,
space, or none. If even parity, then the last data bit transmitted will be a logical 1 if
the data transmitted had an even amount of 0 bits. If odd parity, then the last data bit
transmitted will be a logical 1 if the data transmitted had an odd amount of 0 bits. If
MARK parity, then the last transmitted data bit will always be a logical 1. If SPACE
parity, then the last transmitted data bit will always be a logical 0. If no parity then
there is no parity bit transmitted.
The third characteristic is the amount of stop bits. This value in general is 1 or 2.
Assume we want to send the letter 'A' over the serial port. The binary representation
of the letter 'A' is 01000001. Remembering that bits are transmitted from least
significant bit (LSB) to most significant bit (MSB), the bit stream transmitted would
be as follows for the line characteristics 8 bits, no parity, 1 stop bit, 9600 baud.
LSB (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1) MSB
The above represents (Start Bit) (Data Bits) (Stop Bit)
To calculate the actual byte transfer rate simply divide the baud rate by the number of
bits that must be transferred for each byte of data. In the case of the above example,
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each character requires 10 bits to be transmitted for each character. As such, at 9600
baud, up to 960 bytes can be transferred in one second.
The above discussion was concerned with the "electrical/logical" characteristics of the
data stream.
Serial communication can be half duplex or full duplex. Full duplex communication
means that a device can receive and transmit data at the same time. Half duplex means
that the device cannot send and receive at the same time. It can do them both, but not
at the same time. Half duplex communication is all but outdated except for a very
small focused set of applications.

These signals are the Carrier Detect Signal (CD), asserted by modems to signal a
successful connection to another modem, Ring Indicator (RI), asserted by modems to
signal the phone ringing, Data Set Ready (DSR), asserted by modems to show their
presence, Clear To Send (CTS), asserted by modems if they can receive data, Data
Terminal Ready (DTR), asserted by terminals to show their presence, Request To
Send (RTS), asserted by terminals if they can receive data. The section RS232
Cabling describes these signals and how they are connected. In telecommunications,
RS-232 (Recommended Standard 232) is the traditional name for a series of standards
for serial binary single-ended data and control signals connecting between a DTE
(Data Terminal Equipment) and a DCE (Data Circuit-terminating Equipment). It is
commonly used in computer serial ports. The standard defines the electrical
characteristics and timing of signals, the meaning of signals, and the physical size and
pin out of connectors.
RS-232 was first introduced in 1962. The original DTEs were electromechanical
teletypewriters, and the original DCEs were (usually) modems. When electronic
terminals (smart and dumb) began to be used, they were often designed to be
interchangeable with teletypes, and so supported RS-232. The C revision of the
standard was issued in 1969 in part to accommodate the electrical characteristics of
these devices.
Since application to devices such as computers, printers, test instruments, and so on
was not considered by the standard, designers implementing an RS-232 compatible
interface on their equipment often interpreted the requirements idiosyncratically.
Common problems were non-standard pin assignment of circuits on connectors, and
incorrect or missing control signals. The lack of adherence to the standards produced
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a thriving industry of breakout boxes, patch boxes, test equipment, books, and other
aids for the connection of disparate equipment. A common deviation from the
standard was to drive the signals at a reduced voltage. Some manufacturers therefore
built transmitters that supplied +5 V and -5 V and labeled them as "RS-232
compatible".
Later personal computers (and other devices) started to make use of the standard so
that they could connect to existing equipment. For many years, an RS-232-compatible
port was a standard feature for serial communications, such as modem connections,
on many computers. It remained in widespread use into the late 1990s. In personal
computer peripherals, it has largely been supplanted by other interface standards, such
as USB. RS-232 is still used to connect older designs of peripherals, industrial
equipment (such as PLCs), console ports, and special purpose equipment, such as a
cash drawer for a cash register.
The standard has been renamed several times during its history as the sponsoring
organization changed its name, and has been variously known as EIA RS-232, EIA
232, and most recently as TIA 232. The standard continued to be revised and updated
by the Electronic Industries Alliance and since 1988 by the Telecommunications
Industry Association (TIA). Revision C was issued in a document dated August 1969.
Revision D was issued in 1986. The current revision is TIA-232-F Interface between
Data Terminal Equipment and Data Circuit-Terminating Equipment Employing Serial
Binary Data Interchange, issued in 1997. Changes since Revision C have been in
timing and details intended to improve harmonization with the CCITT standard V.24,
but equipment built to the current standard will interoperate with older versions.
Related ITU-T standards include V.24 (circuit identification) and V.28 (signal voltage
and timing characteristics).
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Fig 2.7 RS232
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4.3 Microcontroller:
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4.3.1 CODEING FOR PIC16F877A

PIC16F877A Code:
#include<pic.h>
#include"delay.h"
FUNCTIONS
#include"delay.c"

// INCLUDE PIC16 CODE
// INCLUDE DELAY
//

__CONFIG(
DEBUGDIS
& LVPDIS
& BORDIS
& UNPROTECT
& PWRTDIS
& WDTDIS
& HS
);
void init_ports(void);
void adc_read(unsigned char channel);
unsigned int gadcv (int i,int j);
unsigned int adcch(unsigned char cha);
void init_uart(void);
void auart_puts(const char * s); // SENDS THE SRTING OF DATA TO
RS232 PORT
void auart_putch(char c);
// SENDS THE CHARACTER TO RS232
PORT
void Delay_Ms(int cnt);
void Delay_S(int cnt);
void main (void)
{
unsigned char ii,VOLTAGE_1,VOLTAGE_2;
unsigned long adc_val=0, adc_val1=0;
init_ports();
init_uart();
while(1)
{
adc_val=0;
for(ii=0;ii<20;ii++)
{
adc_val=adc_val+adcch(0);
}
adc_val=adc_val/20;
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VOLTAGE_1=adc_val;
for(ii=0;ii<20;ii++)
{
adc_val1=adc_val+adcch(1);
}
adc_val1=adc_val1/20;
VOLTAGE_2=adc_val;

if((RB0==0))
{
auart_putch('O');
if(Delay_Ms == 1000)
{
auart_putch('P');
}
}
else if((VOLTAGE_1>=10)&&(VOLTAGE_1<=130))
{
auart_putch('F');
}
else if((VOLTAGE_1>=131)&&(VOLTAGE_1<=255))
{
auart_putch('B');
}
else if((VOLTAGE_2>=10)&&(VOLTAGE_2<=130))
{
auart_putch('L');
}
else if((VOLTAGE_2>=131)&&(VOLTAGE_3<=255))
{
auart_putch('R');
}

}
}
void init_ports(void)
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{
TRISA0=1;
TRISA1=1;
TRISA2=1;
TRISA3=1;
TRISA4=1;
TRISA5=1;
TRISE0=0;
TRISE1=0;
TRISE2=0;
TRISB0=1;
TRISB1=1;
TRISB2=1;
TRISB3=1;
TRISB4=1;
TRISB5=1;
TRISB6=1;
TRISB7=1;

//input

TRISC0=0;
TRISC1=0;
TRISC2=0;
TRISC3=0;
TRISC4=0;
TRISC5=0;
TRISC6=0;
TRISC7=0;
TRISD0=0;
TRISD1=0;
TRISD2=0;
TRISD3=0;
TRISD4=1;
TRISD5=1;
TRISD6=1;
TRISD7=1;
PORTB=0X00;
//
PSPMODE=0;
//
ADCON1=0b10000010;
////////////////////
}
void adc_read(unsigned char channel)
{
ADCON0 = (channel << 3) + 0x01;
CHANNEL,
ADFM=1;
ADGO = 1;
CONVERSION
CLRWDT();

// ENABLE ADC, SET
// START
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while(ADGO)
CONVERSION
CLRWDT();

// WAIT TILL END OF

}
unsigned int gadcv (int i,int j)
{
unsigned int xadcv;
CLRWDT();
xadcv=i*256+j;
CLRWDT();
return xadcv;
}
unsigned int adcch(unsigned char cha)
{
unsigned int adcv;
CLRWDT();
ADRESH=0;
ADRESL=0;
adc_read(cha);
FOR A TO D CONVERSION
CLRWDT();
ADRESH=0;
ADRESL=0;
adc_read(cha);
adcv=gadcv(ADRESH,ADRESL);
CLRWDT();
return adcv;
}
void auart_putch(char c)
{

// CALL FUNCTION

TXREG=c;
while(TRMT==0)
{
}
}
void auart_puts(const char * s)
{
while(*s)
{
TXREG=*s++;
while(TRMT==0)
{
}
}
}
void init_uart(void)
{
TXSTA=0x24;
RCSTA=0x90;
SPBRG=129; // baud rate set to 9600
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//
SPBRG=21; // baud rate set to 57600
//
RCIE=1;
//
GIE=1;
//
PEIE = 1;
// peripheral interrupt enable bit required
by timer 2 and timer
}
void Delay_Ms(int cnt)
{
int i;
while (cnt>0)
{
for(i=0;i<1000;i++);
cnt--;
}
}
void Delay_S(int cnt)
{
int i;
while (cnt>0)
{
DelayMs(10);
cnt--;
}
}

4.3.2 Mouse Driver Code:
//Screen res:1440 x 700 dpi
#include <cstdlib>
#include <iostream>
#include <windows.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<conio.h>
using namespace std;
int
port_n,DebugFlag=0 ;
// Variable to be
use for hold port number
// int
param;
// variable to
hold the case number
char
io[10] ;
// array to hold
port number in string after converting it from integer
char
port[10];
// array to hold
the port number in string format from command line arguement
char
portname[10];
// charecter
string to store port name
char
string[160];
// character
string to be use for store the response from board
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HANDLE hCom;
serial port I/O
DWORD dwBytesRead;
//Screen Resolution
int Win_X=1366, Win_Y=768;

//handle for

/* Serial port: initialise io_port, set baud rate, set data bits,
one stop bit*/
HANDLE rs_initialise (int io_port, const long int BaudRate, const
char data, const char parity )
{
BOOL bPortReady;
DCB dcb;
// Struct DCB ->
handle serial port
COMMTIMEOUTS CommTimeouts;
// instance an
object of COMMTIMEOUTS.4
char ComPortName[]="COM" ;
sprintf(io,"%d",io_port);
strcat(ComPortName,io);
ComPortName[3]='0'+io_port;
/* Create the file for COM port, like the serial port open */
hCom = CreateFile(ComPortName, GENERIC_READ | GENERIC_WRITE,
0,
// exclusive access
NULL,
// no security
OPEN_EXISTING,
0,
// No overlapped I/O
NULL);
// null template
if ((int)hCom <= 0)
successful serial port open
{
printf("Serial port COM%d connect fail
%d\n\r",io_port, GetLastError());
return 0;
}

// check for
error

bPortReady = SetupComm(hCom, 2, 128);
// set buffer sizes
if (!bPortReady )
// Check for
successful "SetupComm"
{
printf("Serial port COM%d SetupComm fail %d\n\r", io_port,
GetLastError());
return 0;
}
bPortReady = GetCommState(hCom, &dcb);
Serail port settings
if (!bPortReady )
successful "GetCommState"
{

// Get current
// check for
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printf("Serial port COM%d
io_port, GetLastError());
return 0;
}
dcb.BaudRate = BaudRate;
if( data == '7')
bits per character
{
dcb.ByteSize = 7;
}
else
{
dcb.ByteSize = 8;
}
/* Parity setting */
if( parity == 'E')
{
dcb.Parity = EVENPARITY;
}
if( parity == 'O')
{
dcb.Parity = ODDPARITY;
}
else
{
dcb.Parity = NOPARITY;
}

GetCommState fail

%d\n\r",

// Set Baud rate
// Set number of

// Even parity

// Odd parity

// No parity

dcb.StopBits = ONESTOPBIT;
as default

// Set one stop bit

dcb.fAbortOnError = TRUE;
function due to any error

// Abort the

/* Software flow control */
// set XON/XOFF
dcb.fOutX = FALSE;
transmit
dcb.fInX = FALSE;
receive
/* hardware flow control */
// set RTSCTS
dcb.fOutxCtsFlow = FALSE;
control
dcb.fRtsControl = FALSE;
RTS_CONTROL_HANDSHAKE;

// XON/XOFF off for
// XON/XOFF off for

// turn off CTS flow
//

/* modem control signals */
// set DSRDTR
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dcb.fOutxDsrFlow = FALSE;
control
//dcb.fDtrControl = DTR_CONTROL_ENABLE;
dcb.fDtrControl = DTR_CONTROL_DISABLE;

// turn off DSR flow
// DTR handshake

/* DTR handshake */
// dcb.fDtrControl = DTR_CONTROL_HANDSHAKE;
bPortReady = SetCommState(hCom, &dcb);
// Save the above
serail port setings
if (!bPortReady )
successfull "SetCommState"
{
printf("Serial port COM%d
io_port, GetLastError());
return 0;
}

// Check for
SetCommState fail

%d\n\r",

bPortReady = GetCommTimeouts (hCom, &CommTimeouts);
// Specify time-out 500 milliseconds between charactor for
receiving
CommTimeouts.ReadIntervalTimeout
= 500 ;
// Specify value that is multiplied
// by the requested number of bytes to be read.
CommTimeouts.ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier = 20 ;
// Specify value is added to the product of the
// ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier member
CommTimeouts.ReadTotalTimeoutConstant
= 5000 ;
// Specify value is added to the product of the
// WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier member
CommTimeouts.WriteTotalTimeoutConstant
= 5000 ;
// Specify value that is multiplied
// by the requested number of bytes to be sent.
CommTimeouts.WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier = 1000 ;
// set the time-out parameter into device control.
bPortReady = SetCommTimeouts (hCom, &CommTimeouts);
if (!bPortReady )
for successful "SetCommTimeouts"
{
printf("Serial port COM%d SetCommTimeouts fail
io_port, GetLastError());
return 0;
}

// Check
%d\n\r",

return hCom;
}
/* Serial port: read string from io_port
int rs_getstring(char *buffer, int len )
{
BOOL bReadRC;
DWORD iBytesRead;
memset(buffer,'\0',128);

*/
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//
printf("\r\nBytes Reading..");
bReadRC = ReadFile(hCom,buffer,len,&iBytesRead,NULL); //len,
&iBytesRead, NULL )// MAX len can be =sizeof(buffer)
//
bReadRC = ReadFile(hCom,buffer,len,&iBytesRead,NULL); //len,
&iBytesRead, NULL);
if (DebugFlag==1)
printf("\r\nBytes Read :%d\tData :
%c\n",iBytesRead,buffer[0]);
if (bReadRC)
return iBytesRead;
else
return 0;
// return 0 if no
character read
}
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int x=650,y=360;
char string[160];
SetCursorPos(x,y); //Set cursor to center
system("cls");
cout<<"\n\t\t..S3 Mouse Cursor Driver..\n"<<endl;
if(argc==3) //if 2nd option is avalible
if (!strcmp(argv[2],"debug"))
{DebugFlag=1;
printf("Debug Mode \n");
}
if(argc==1)
{
port_n= 1; //For Testing Default portab
}
else
{
//strcpy(port,argv[1]); //copy the string into a character
array
port_n=atoi(argv[1]);
}
/* Serial port initialize */
if(!rs_initialise(port_n ,9600, '8', 'N'))
//
Hardcoded to 9600 baud, 8 data bits
{
// no
parity, and 1 stop bit.
printf("Port not initialised");
system("PAUSE");
exit(1);
}
else
{
printf(" Serial port COM%d connect OK. \n\n", port_n);
}
int skip=2;
//Sleep(100);
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printf("Press q to exit.\n");
while (1)
{
if (kbhit()) //Check if any key pressed
if (getch()=='q') //Check if key pressed is 'X'
break;
//Exit while
if((rs_getstring(string,1)) > 0) //Read data from serial port
{//printf("Read : %s",string);
if( string[0]=='F') //move left
{
x=x-skip;
}
else if ( string[0]=='B') //move right
{
x=x+skip;
}
else if ( string[0]=='L') //move UP R
{
y=y-skip;
}
else if ( string[0]=='R') //Move Down L
{
y=y+skip;
}
else if ( string[0]=='O') //Left Click
{
mouse_event(MOUSEEVENTF_LEFTDOWN,x,y,0,0);
mouse_event(MOUSEEVENTF_LEFTUP,x,y,0,0);
}
else if ( string[0]=='P') //Right Click
{
mouse_event(MOUSEEVENTF_RIGHTDOWN,x,y,0,0);
mouse_event(MOUSEEVENTF_RIGHTUP,x,y,0,0);
}
//Resset mouse to Windows boundry
if (x>Win_X)
x=Win_X;
if (y>Win_Y)
y=Win_Y;
if (x<0)
x=0;
if (y<0)
y=0;
SetCursorPos(x,y); //set the updated cursor position
if (DebugFlag==1) // print the x,y position if debugmode is
enabled.
printf("x:%d y:%d",x,y);
}
}
//

rs_putstring("Titty",5));
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//mouse_event(MOUSEEVENTF_LEFTDOWN,x,y,0,0);
//mouse_event(MOUSEEVENTF_LEFTUP,x,y,0,0);

CloseHandle(hCom); //close Opened COM port
system("cls");
system("PAUSE");
return EXIT_SUCCESS;
}
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4.5 AURDINO UNO

The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328 (datasheet). It
has 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a
16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset
button. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a
computer with a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started.
The Uno differs from all preceding boards in that it does not use the FTDI USB-toserial driver chip. Instead, it features the Atmega8U2 programmed as a USB-to-serial
converter. "Uno" means one in Italian and is named to mark the upcoming release of Arduino
1.0. The Uno and version 1.0 will be the reference versions of Arduno, moving forward. The
Uno is the latest in a series of USB Arduino boards, and the reference model for the Arduino
platform; for a comparison with previous versions, see the index of Arduino boards.
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4.4.1 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Microcontroller

- ATmega328

Operating Voltage

- 5V Input Voltage (recommended) 7-12V

Input Voltage (limits)

- 6-20V

Digital I/O Pins 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output)
Analog Input Pins 6 DC Current per I/O Pin 40 mA
DC Current for 3.3V Pin 50 mA
Flash Memory 32 KB of which 0.5 KB used by bootloader
SRAM 2 KB EEPROM 1 KB Clock Speed 16 MHz
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4.4.2 POWER
The Arduino Uno can be powered via the USB connection or with an external power
supply. The power source is selected automatically. External (non-USB) power can come
either from an AC-to-DC adapter (wall-wart) or battery. The adapter can be connected by
plugging a 2.1mm center-positive plug into the board's power jack. Leads from a battery can
be inserted in the Gnd and Vin pin headers of the POWER connector. The board can operate
on an external supply of 6 to 20 volts. If supplied with less than 7V, however, the 5V pin may
supply less than five volts and the board may be unstable. If using more than 12V, the voltage
regulator may overheat and damage the board. The recommended range is 7 to 12 volts. The
power pins are as follows:
• VIN. The input voltage to the Arduino board when it's using an external power source (as
opposed to 5 volts from the USB connection or other regulated power source). You can
supply voltage through this pin, or, if supplying voltage via the power jack, access it through
this pin.
• 5V. The regulated power supply used to power the microcontroller and other components
on the board. This can come either from VIN via an on-board regulator, or be supplied by
USB or another regulated 5V supply.
• 3V3. A 3.3 volt supply generated by the on-board regulator. Maximum current draw is 50
mA.
• GND. Ground pins.

4.4.3 MEMORY
The Atmega328 has 32 KB of flash memory for storing code (of which 0,5 KB is
used for the bootloader); It has also 2 KB of SRAM and 1 KB of EEPROM (which can be
read and written with the EEPROM library)

4.4.4 INPUT AND OUTPUT
Each of the 14 digital pins on the Uno can be used as an input or output, using
pinMode(), digitalWrite(), and digitalRead() functions. They operate at 5 volts. Each pin can
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provide or receive a maximum of 40 mA and has an internal pull-up resistor (disconnected by
default) of 20-50 kOhms. In addition, some pins have specialized functions:
• Serial: 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). Used to receive (RX) and transmit (TX) TTL serial data. TThese
pins are connected to the corresponding pins of the ATmega8U2 USB-to-TTL Serial chip .
• External Interrupts: 2 and 3. These pins can be configured to trigger an interrupt on a low
value, a rising or falling edge, or a change in value. See the attachInterrupt() function for
details.
• PWM: 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11. Provide 8-bit PWM output with the analogWrite() function.
• SPI: 10 (SS), 11 (MOSI), 12 (MISO), 13 (SCK). These pins support SPI communication,
which, although provided by the underlying hardware, is not currently included in the
Arduino language.
• LED: 13. There is a built-in LED connected to digital pin 13. When the pin is HIGH value,
the LED is on, when the pin is LOW, it's off.
The Uno has 6 analog inputs, each of which provide 10 bits of resolution (i.e. 1024
different values). By default they measure from ground to 5 volts, though is it possible to
change the upper end of their range using the AREF pin and the analogReference() function.
Additionally, some pins have specialized functionality:
• I 2C: 4 (SDA) and 5 (SCL). Support I2C (TWI) communication using the Wire library.
There are a couple of other pins on the board:
• AREF. Reference voltage for the analog inputs. Used with analogReference().
• Reset. Bring this line LOW to reset the microcontroller. Typically used to add a reset button
to shields which block the one on the board.

4.4.4 COMMUNICATION
The Arduino Uno has a number of facilities for communicating with a computer,
another Arduino, or other microcontrollers. The ATmega328 provides UART TTL (5V)
serial communication, which is available on digital pins 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). An ATmega8U2
on the board channels this serial communication over USB and appears as a virtual com port
to software on the computer. The '8U2 firmware uses the standard USB COM drivers, and no
external driver is needed. However, on Windows, an *.inf file is required..
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The Arduino software includes a serial monitor which allows simple textual data to be
sent to and from the Arduino board. The RX and TX LEDs on the board will flash when data
is being transmitted via the USB-toserial chip and USB connection to the computer (but not
for serial communication on pins 0 and
1). A SoftwareSerial library allows for serial communication on any of the Uno's digital pins.
The ATmega328 also support I2C (TWI) and SPI communication. The Arduino software
includes a Wire library to simplify use of the I2C bus; see the documentation for details. To
use the SPI communication, please see the ATmega328 datasheet.

4.4.4 PROGRAMMING
The Arduino Uno can be programmed with the Arduino software (download). Select
"Arduino Uno w/ ATmega328" from the Tools > Board menu (according to the
microcontroller on your board). For details, see the reference and tutorials. The ATmega328
on the Arduino Uno comes preburned with a bootloader that allows you to upload new code
to it without the use of an external hardware programmer.
It communicates using the original STK500 protocol (reference, C header files). You
can also bypass the bootloader and program the microcontroller through the ICSP (In-Circuit
Serial Programming) header; see these instructions for details. The ATmega8U2 firmware
source code is available .
The ATmega8U2 is loaded with a DFU bootloader, which can be activated by
connecting the solder jumper on the back of the board (near the map of Italy) and then
resetting the 8U2. You can then use Atmel's FLIP software (Windows) or the DFU
programmer (Mac OS X and Linux) to load a new firmware. Or you can use the ISP header
with an external programmer (overwriting the DFU bootloader).
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4.4.5 AUTOMATIC SOFTWARE RESET
Rather than requiring a physical press of the reset button before an upload, the
Arduino Uno is designed in a way that allows it to be reset by software running on a
connected computer. One of the hardware flow control lines (DTR) of the ATmega8U2 is
connected to the reset line of the ATmega328 via a 100 nanofarad capacitor. When this line is
asserted (taken low), the reset line drops long enough to reset the chip. The Arduino software
uses this capability to allow you to upload code by simply pressing the upload button in the
Arduino environment. This means that the bootloader can have a shorter timeout, as the
lowering of DTR can be well-coordinated with the start of the upload. This setup has other
implications. When the Uno is connected to either a computer running Mac OS X or Linux, it
resets each time a connection is made to it from software (via USB). For the following halfsecond or so, the bootloader is running on the Uno. While it is programmed to ignore
malformed data (i.e. anything besides an upload of new code), it will intercept the first few
bytes of data sent to the board after a connection is opened. If a sketch running on the board
receives one-time configuration or other data when it first starts, make sure that the software
with which it communicates waits a second after opening the connection and before sending
this data. The Uno contains a trace that can be cut to disable the auto-reset. The pads on either
side of the trace can be soldered together to re-enable it. It's labeled "RESET-EN". You may
also be able to disable the auto-reset by connecting a 110 ohm resistor from 5V to the reset
line; see this forum thread for details.

4.4.6 USB OVERCURRENT PROTECTION
The Arduino Uno has a resettable polyfuse that protects your computer's USB ports
from shorts and overcurrent. Although most computers provide their own internal protection,
the fuse provides an extra layer of protection. If more than 500 mA is applied to the USB
port, the fuse will automatically break the connection until the short or overload is removed.

4.4.7 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The maximum length and width of the Uno PCB are 2.7 and 2.1 inches respectively,
with the USB connector and power jack extending beyond the former dimension. Three
screw holes allow the board to be attached to a surface or case. Note that the distance
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between digital pins 7 and 8 is 160 mil (0.16"), not an even multiple of the 100 mil spacing of
the other pins.

4.4.8 HOW TO USE AURDINO
Arduino can sense the environment by receiving input from a variety of sensors and
can affect its surroundings by controlling lights, motors, and other actuators. The
microcontroller on the board is programmed using the Arduino programming language
(based on Wiring) and the Arduino development environment (based on Processing). Arduino
projects can be stand-alone or they can communicate with software on running on a computer
(e.g. Flash, Processing, MaxMSP). Arduino is a cross-platoform program. You‟ll have to
follow different instructions for your personal OS. Check on the Arduino site for the latest
instructions. http://arduino.cc/en/Guide/HomePage Once you have downloaded/unzipped the
arduino IDE, you can Plug the Arduino to your PC via USB cable.
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4.5 XBEE S2
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Fig: Xbee S2 module

4.5.1 Key Features








Worldwide Acceptance
FCC Approval (USA) Refer to Appendix A [p50] for FCC Requirements.
Systems that contain XBee Series 2 RF Modules inherit MaxStream Certifications.
ISM (Industrial, Scientific & Medical) 2.4 GHz frequency band
Manufactured under ISO 9001:2000 registered standards
XBee Series 2 RF Modules are optimized for use in US, Canada, Australia, Israel
and Europe (contact MaxStream for complete list of agency approvals).








High Performance, Low Cost
Indoor/Urban: up to 133‟ (40 m)
Outdoor line-of-sight: up to 400‟ (120 m)
Transmit Power: 2 mW (+3 dBm)
Receiver Sensitivity: -95 dBm
RF Data Rate: 250,000 bps












Advanced Networking & Security
Retries and Acknowledgements
DSSS (Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum)
Each direct sequence channel has over
65,000 unique network addresses available
Point-to-point, point-to-multipoint
and peer-to-peer topologies supported
Self-routing, self-healing and fault-tolerant
mesh networking
Low Power
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4.5.2 XBee Series 2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TX Current: 40 mA (@3.3 V)
RX Current: 40 mA (@3.3 V)
Power-down Current: < 1 μA @ 25oC
Easy-to-Use
No configuration necessary for out-of box
RF communications
AT and API Command Modes for
configuring module parameters
Small form factor
Extensive command set
Free X-CTU Software
(Testing and configuration software)
Free & Unlimited Technical Support

4.5.3 Specification XBee Series 2
Performance
















Indoor/Urban Range up to 133 ft. (40 m)
Outdoor RF line-of-sight Range up to 400 ft. (120 m)
Transmit Power Output
(software selectable) 2mW (+3dBm)
RF Data Rate 250,000 bps
Serial Interface Data Rate
(software selectable)
1200 - 230400 bps
(non-standard baud rates also supported)
Receiver Sensitivity -95 dBm (1% packet error rate)
Power Requirements
Supply Voltage 2.8 – 3.4 V
Operating Current (Transmit) 40mA (@ 3.3 V)
Operating Current (Receive) 40mA (@ 3.3 V)
Power-down Current < 1 uA @ 25oC

General









Operating Frequency Band ISM 2.4 GHz
Dimensions 0.960” x 1.087” (2.438cm x 2.761cm)
Operating Temperature -40 to 85º C (industrial)
Antenna Options Integrated Whip, Chip, RPSMA, or U.FL Connector
Networking & Security
Supported Network Topologies Point-to-point, Point-to-multipoint, Peer-to-peer &
Mesh
Number of Channels (software selectable) 16 Direct Sequence Channels
Addressing Options PAN ID and Addresses, Cluster IDs and Endpoints (optional)
Agency Approvals
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United States (FCC Part 15.247) Pending Industry Canada (IC) Pending Europe (CE)
Pending.

4.6 EXISTING SYSTEM


Requires neighbors contribution



Less accuracy with eye movements



Difficult to interface with devices



Complex system and inconvenience



Users sacrifice a degree of freedom

4.7 PROPOSED SYSTEM


Compatible for any computers.



Time dependent and reliable system.



Head movement control.



Voice controlled computer interface.



Effective indicator for user.



To point out the exact location of the cursor.



High accuracy and convenience.



Options selection with help of blinking eye.

Thus, in our project we are trying to increase the degree of freedom and to reduce the
interdependence especially for quadriplegic people.
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SYSTEM
REQIREMENTS

CHAPTER 5

SYSTEM REQIREMENTS
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5.1 HARDWARE
PROCESSOR

: PENTIUM IV 2.6 GHz

RAM

: 512 MB

MONITOR

: 15”

HARD DISK

: 160GB

CD DRIVE

: 52X

MICROCONTROLLER

: PIC16F877A

ACCELEROMETER

: 3- AXIS accelerometer

EYE BLINK SENSOR

: OPTOSENSOR

ZIGBEE TRANSCEIVERS

: Xbee s2Module

CHAPTER 6
SCHEMATIC ARCHITECTURE
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6.1 Transmitter section

TRANSMITTER

VCC_5V

2

SECTION
R7

1

8.2K

RESET

1

2

C14
10uF

3
0.1uF
C7
2 1

X
Y

GND
VCC_5V

C6
2

2

1

33pF
Y1
1

C4
2

20MHz

33pF

GND

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

MCLR
RA0/AN0
RA1/AN1
RA2/AN2
RA3/AN3
RA4
RA5/AN4
RE0/AN5
RE1/AN6
RE2/AN7
VDD
VSS
OSC1/CLK1
OSC2/CLK0
RC0
RC1
RC2
RC3
RD0
RD1

PIC16F877A

U3

1

U8
1
C1+

RB7
RB6
RB5
RB4
RB3
RB2
RB1
RB0
VDD
VSS
RD7
RD6
RD5
RD4
RC7/RX
RC6/TX
RC5
RC4
RD3
RD2

40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21

5
4

0.1uF

GND

RB0

VCC
GND

U7
VCC

16

GND
C1-

15

15

C1+
C1-

GND
C2-

GND

C2-

C2+

C2+
V+

2

C11
1

2

2

C10
1
0.1uF

6

V+

V-

V-

GND

0.1uF 11
14
T1OUT 13
12 T1IN
R1OUT R1IN

VCC_5V
10
7
T2OUT 8
9 T2IN
R2OUT R2IN

GND

16

GND
5
9
4
8
3
7
2
6
1

P3

P2

5
9
4
8
3
7
2
6
1

MAX232

1

1

C9
2

1

0.1uF
C12
2

3
5
4
0.1uF
2

1

C13
2

6

1

C15
2
0.1uF

14
11
T1IN 12
13 T1OUT
R1IN R1OUT

GND

0.1uF

7
10
T2IN 9
8 T2OUT
R2IN R2OUT

MAX232
U9

RX

1

C8
2 1

TX

2

VCC_5V
VCC_5V

S4

CONNECTOR DB9 - MALE

GND

CONNECTOR DB9 - FEMALE

CC2500 Wireless Module
VCC_5V

VCC_5V

VCC

2

GND

ACCEROMETER
R7
1

8.2K

VCC_5V
RB0

GND

2

X
Y

ADXL335
1

SWITCH

GND

GND

6.2 Receiver section
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RECEIVER
SECTION

VCC_5V
2

GND

C1
1

1

VCC_5V

3
GND

VCC

0.1uF
C2
2 1

4
0.1uF
U9

GND
CC2500 Wireless Module

5

2

C3
1

2

2

C5
1
0.1uF

6

U2
C1+

VCC

C1GND

RX

15

GND

C2C2+

PC / LAPTOP
V+
V-

0.1uF 11
T1OUT
12 T1IN
R1OUT R1IN

TX

16

10
T2OUT
9 T2IN
R2OUT R2IN

MAX3232

14
13

7
8

GND
5
9
4
8
3
7
2
6
1

P1

CONNECTOR DB9 - MALE

CHAPTER 7
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7.1 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
Software is a basic building block for the every system which designs the
processing and operations. Following are the software‟s used in designing of the proposed
system.




Arduino- IDE,
Android app,
Windows7 OS.

7.2 MERITS AND DEMERITS
MERITS


Time dependent and reliable system.



Hand movement control.



Voice command computer interface.



Effective indicator for user to point out the exact location of the cursor.



Options selection with help of blinking eye.

DEMERITS


Less accuracy with eye movements.



Difficult to interface with devices.

CHAPTER 8
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CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

The effort required towards following features augmentation:




The speed of operation can be increased by using more powerful
processor.
Voice recognition and speech navigation can be added.
Device can be made more compact.



Overall the project focuses on the fields of wireless communication and Embedded
Electronics for hardware implementation.



The project on “THE SMART WRIST BAND BASED HUMAN INTERFACE FOR
PWD (Person with Disability)” has been successfully completed.



On completion the same can be shown as a demo in real time environment.
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